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Crashing season 4 release date

(Picture credit: Lucasfilm) The Mandalorian season 2 release date has finally been revealed. We knew that Baby Yoda and his bounty hunter father would be back for more space and planet-hopping adventures in October, but now we can mark our calendars. Disney Plus announced The Mandalorian season 2 release
date is October 30. The news was first posted on Twitter.This is the day. New Episodes Streaming October 30 on #DisneyPlus. #TheMandalorian pic.twitter.com/ZlJua6SEP8September 2, 2020The Mandalorian season 2 ended filming on March 8, just a few days before film and television productions shut down due to
the coronavirus pandemic. LucasFilm President Kathleen Kennedy told The Wrap, It was literally five days and the country went down. We've been very lucky. The show was able to direct into post-production editing and visual effects thanks to the efforts of LucasFilm's IT department. The Mandalorian was a breakout hit



and helped Disney Plus have a successful launch. The Star Wars series ended up being a surprise Emmy nominated for Outstanding Drama. Season 2 will continue with the adventures of The Mandalorian (aka Din Djarin) and The Child (called Baby Yoda by fans). In the finale, the duo jetted off to find the home world of
The Child, narrowly escaping the clutches of Moff Gideon (Giancarlo Esposito). But the villain survived his TIE fighter wreck and he is handling the deadly Darksaber, so Mando and Baby Yoda are not yet safe. Not much is known about the storylines of The Mandalorian season 2, but there is some info about the cast.
Carl Weathers and Gina Carano will be back as bounty hunter guild leader Greef Karga and former shock trooper Cara Dune, respectively. Rosario Dawson is reportedly joining the cast as Ahsoka Tano, the Jedi who was formerly Anakin Skywalker's padawan. Ahsoka was previously seen as an animated character in
Star Wars: The Clone Wars and Star Wars: Rebels. Star Wars veteran Temuera Morrison (who played Jango Fett in Attack of the Clones) is reportedly appearing in Season 2 as Boba Fett. Michael Biehn (The Terminator), Katee Sackhoff (Battlestar Galactica) and Timothy Olyphant (Justified) are also rumoured to have
roles. Disney Plus has not yet confirmed the release schedule of The Mandalorian season 2, but it will likely air one episode a week, as will the first season. In addition to The Mandalorian, there are several Star Wars series in the works at Disney Plus, including the animated Bad Batch, a Cassian Andor spinoff, an Obi-
Wan Kenobi series and a potential Lando Calrissian show with Donald Glover. All right, Lucifans! After Lucifer used his influence to take over 2019 as the most streamed show of the year on all platforms, he left viewers ready for Season 5. After teasing a solid romance between him and De-tec-tive Decker, Shot to hell
with the intention of saving the world. Like Chloe, we've been hanging the viewers and waiting for news of Lucifer's return. When's he coming back? Tom Ellis as 'Lucifer' | John P. P. A reminder of where season 5 stands When Lucifer was renewed on Netflix for Season 5, it was a bitterswee-in celebration as fans were
told it would be the final season. What made things a little sweeter was the fact that the series would receive 16 episodes instead of 10 as part of the curtain call. Yes, more Luci! This fandom is a powerful one. With more bandwidth for Lucifer, Maze, Chloe, Trixie, Amenadiel, and everyone else, it's a satanic dream come
true. This extended season will also include the return of Eva, the introduction of G-O-D (played by Dennis Haysbert), and a special noir-themed musical episode. We keep saying it, but there's 16 hours of TV to look forward to with Hell's top angel. With Hollywood resuming production for many of her shows and movies,
there is word about Lucifer's status. RELATED: 'Lucifer' Season 5: Tom Ellis Gives Major Update 'Lucifer' returns this summer Hell's clocks have finally aligned and a release date has been confirmed for Lucifer. Showrunner Ildy Modrovich shared the news on Instagram that Mr. Morningstar will appear on Netflix on
August 21. Confirming a rumor, she left her post along with a trailer that contains excerpts from seasons 1-4 and a little something extra. Watch out, fellow fans. Two months, everyone! Did you see that little scene with Chloe and Lucifer's love handles? Of course, that means there's some Deckerstar action happening in
Season 5, but not before Chloe tries to cure her heartbreak with her besties. RELATED: 'Lucifer' Season 5 Update: God is Coming Season 6 is most likely possibility If you're already after the series, then may have heard rumors that it won't end with Season 5. TV Line was one of the first to report that Netflix and Warner
Bros. were in talks about a possible season 6. It was then confirmed by Deadline that showrunners Joe Henderson and Modrovich signed for a new installment, and contract negotiations for the cast were underway in May, Deadline announced that Tom Ellis-who plays the titular character-sealed the terms of a contract
for Season 6. Netflix has yet to make an official announcement, but it's likely that the new season will begin filming sometime in September. At this time it is unclear if there will be more than 10 episodes. For season 5, Netflix planned to split Lucifer's 16 episodes into two parts, with eight airing at the same time with a
break in between. Prior to COVID-19 lockdowns, the show was ready to come back in the summer of 2020 anyway. Netflix is expected to follow the same schedule and broadcast the second part of Season 5 later this year. Besides God and Eve, expect to see new detectives, more Trixie, more demons, and more of
Lucifer's siblings. See you in August. RELATED: 'Lucifer' Star Confirms Season 6 is Really Happening 13 Reasons Why season 4 release dateAll 10 episodes of 13 Reasons Why season 4 will be released on June 5. Add it to your watch list as a reminder. Get ready to say a tearful goodbye to 13 Reasons Why Why 4 of
the Netflix teen drama. Netflix announced that the 13 Reasons Why finale season will debut in June, so it's almost time to say goodbye to the Liberty High School seniors, who are preparing for graduation. The fourth and final season will consist of 10 episodes, all lasting 60 minutes. Star Dylan Minnette returns as Clay
Jensen, as do fellow cast members including Alisha Boe as Jessica Davis, Brandon Flynn as Justin Foley, Ross Butler as Zach Dempsey and Miles Heizer as Alex Standall. As the streaming service's official synopsis reads: But before they say goodbye for good, they must keep a dangerous secret buried and face
heartbreaking choices that could affect their future forever. 13 Reasons Why premiered in 2017 and immediately generated buzz for its realistic, often fearless exploration of contemporary teenage problems, including bullying, sexual assault and depression. The show also drew criticism for graphic portraits of suicide and
rape. In the first season, Clay Jensen (Minnette) gets a set of mysterious cassette tapes recorded by Hannah Baker (Katherine Langford), a classmate who commits suicide. Her audio diary tells her troubled journey and the reasons why she committed suicide. Season 2 delved into the legal battle between Hannah's
parents and the school system and Clay's quest to expose the toxic culture at Liberty High. And season 3 centered on the murder of popular jock Bryce Walker and the ripple effects on all students. Season 4 will conclude the story, with Clay and his classmates now seniors and almost finished school. Here's everything
we know about the final season of 13 Reasons Why.13 Reasons Why season 4 trailerOn May 20, Netflix dropped the 13 Reasons Why season 4 trailer, which teases how Clay Jensen and his Liberty High cohorts deal with the fallout from Monty's death at the end of the third season. Suspicions and accusations swirl
around them, with law enforcement breathing down their necks. What if they're watching us all? Jessica wonders. They probably are. Plus, when Netflix announced the release date for Season 4, the streaming service also posted a teaser video showing the highly emotional finale table with cast members:Almost all of the
big 13 Reasons Why cast members return for the final season, led by star Dylan Minnette as Clay Jensen. Also back as Liberty High or Hillcrest students are: Alisha Boe as Jessica DavisBrandon Flynn as Justin FoleyMiles Heizer as Alex StandallGrace Saif as Ani AcholaChristian Navarro as Tony PadillaRoss Butler as
Zach DempseyDevin Druid as Tyler DownTimothy Granaderos as Montgomery de la CruzAnne Winters as ChloeDeaken Bluman as Winston WilliamsTyler Barnhardt as Charlie St. GeorgeAustin Aaron as Luke HollidayA number of recurring and supporting characters As family members and important others, will also be
back, including: RJ Brown as Caleb, Tony's boxing trainer and boyfriend Steve Weber as Bowen's principal of van HighBrenda Strong as Nora Walker, Bryce's mother Amy Hargreaves as Lainie Jensen, Clay's mother and a lawyer Josh Hamilton as Matt Jensen, Clay's father and a professorMark Pellegrino as Deputy Bill
Standall, Alex's father13 Reasons Why season 4 will also introduce new cast members. The biggest name is Gary Sinise (Apollo 13, Forrest Gump) who will play Dr. Robert Ellman, an adolescent and family therapist who is compassionate and astute and takes a no-nonsense approach. He comes in to help Clay with his
depression, grief and anger issues. Other new faces will include Estela de la Cruz, Monty's sister, and Jan Luis Castellanos as Diego Torres, a member of the football team. Natalie Lander of The Middle is also rumored to play a character named Amanda.As for past 13 Reasons Why cast members, it's unclear if we'll see
either Katherine Langford as Hannah Baker or Justin Prentice as Bryce Walker. Both characters are dead. However, they could reappear in flashbacks, memories or dreams. 13 Reasons Why season 4 plot: What to expect Warning: Spoilers ahead for 13 Reasons Why season 1-3.13 Reasons Why season 3 ended with a
finale that revealed the answer to the great mystery: Who killed Bryce Walker? It turned out to be Alex, but Monty was the one who got the blame for the murder. After Monty was arrested for sexually assaulting Tyler, Ani lied to the police and told them Monty killed Bryce. Deputy Standall, Alex's father, reveals that Monty
was killed in prison, but closes the case so the murder can be pinned on a dead man instead of his son. Clay and the whole group are helping to cover up Alex's deed. But their problems are far from over. In the final scene, a fisherman discovers the discarded bag of assault rifles that Clay, Tony and Tyler hid in the river
after the latter's failed attack on the Spring Fling.That huge secret will likely haunt them all while Ani and Alex struggle with their roles in Monty's death. And since Timothy Granaderos will be back as Monty, we can probably expect some flashbacks that explain what happened to him in prison. The best Netflix deals of the
moment
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